to a dry cave called Cueva
they only had time to sureters in this, but it looked
g. David returned later and
another 400 meters.
30 was a big yet relaxed
e caves. Gil and his wife
Peter had George, nick,
with him; they mapped
south in Jaguar Jaw in the
re the big collapse ends.
rked with me and Addy.
team was Piper, terri,
s, and Andy had the boys
on, Josh, and Jared. Josh
e’s son, and he was really
d in what we were doing
spend time with all of the
he cave. Big Gill stayed on
e to continue lopping the
punji stakes on the trail.
cannot be said about the
was to the whole effort to
e like Gil, Alan, and Gill
ls for us. in that heat and
it was really a challenge
work.
evening we would enter
walls, the cave-mapping
we would start at a resnd finish at Casa Mot Mot.
ght it was exciting to see
had done and where the
going in relation to the
eatures. we were averagwell a kilometer a day of
passage.

ril 1 Peter, Dan, and vince
to Sistema Ponderosa,
meters-long underwater
at had recently been cona dry cave, Cech Chen.
anned to meet up with
ers Fred Devos and Sam

Meacham in order to tie together
the underwater and dry surveys.
they entered by rappelling into
an entrance called the Corral well,
while the divers scootered in from
Cenote eden. Using inner tubes, non-

underwater passages, while the dry
cavers connected the surveys from
Cech Chen to Corral well. After that
they mapped a dry passage extending to the southeast toward Kantun
Chi. rené and i surveyed together
on her last day. Jared was cut loose
with a sketch book. and he took
Chris with him. Big Gill and Allen
did trail work again, trying to go
from the north end of the system to
connect some of the known entrances
in the jungle. those of us who were
surveying were working in what was

Cueva Seca

Xpuha, Quintana Roo
Topografiado 29 de marzo 2014
Addy Alcocer, Elsi Lara, Peter Sprouse
Dibujado por Peter Sprouse
Longitud: 50 m
profundidad: 5 m
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